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Clin Neuropharmacol. Sep-Oct;29(5) Lamotrigine as an add-on treatment for depersonalization disorder: a retrospective
study of 32 cases. Sierra M(1), Baker D, Medford N, Lawrence E, Patel M, Phillips ML, David AS. Author information:
(1)Depersonalisation Research Unit, Psychological Medicine, Institute of. 25 Feb So yesterday I had my appointment
with Dr. Daphne Simeon in NYC. We decided to start me on Lamictal, since nothing else has helped me thus far (I've
tried and failed with Cymbalta, Concerta, Zoloft, Seroquel, Abilify, and Wellbutrin). I'm on my second day of 25 mg,
and it's going. responded to lamotrigine. Key words: Lamotrigine, Treatment, Depersonalization syndrome,
Depersonalization disorder. Actas Esp Psiquiatr ;39(4) Eficacia de lamotrigina en un caso de trastorno de
despersonalizacion resistente . Cuando sufre despersonalizacion, el individuo se queja espontaneamente de la. 12 Apr
Clomipramine, lamotrigine, and naloxone have been suggested by researchers as potential treatments for
depersonalization disorder. More recently, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) is in vogue. If you think
about all the varying states of consciousness that humans can experience. As it is too early to pinpoint the specific
disorders that Lamotrigine is most effective in treating in, here are some disorders where Lamotrigine has been
beneficial Unipolar Depression of the acute kind. BPD treatment. PTSD treatment. Depersonalization Disorder
treatment. Schizoaffective Disorder treatment. 26 Sep Lamictal and derealization. Post by Cocinella Wed May 21, am.
Hello to you all! I am opening new topic with the side effects I am noticing in my case. As the tittle suggest, I am
experiencing quite a weird feeling and I think it might be derealization. I mentioned it to my doctor the last time I had an
appoinment but. 19 Oct A study involving lamotrigine (an epilepsy drug that reduces glutamate) demonstrated efficacy
in treating depersonalization disorder in a double-blind placebo-controlled trial. In particular, 26/36 lamotrigine-treated
patients responded by week 12 versus only 6/38 in the placebo-treated participants. 22 Feb It is also sometimes used to
treat other mood disorders that are not treatable with other medications, including borderline personality disorder,
schizoaffective disorder, depression, and depersonalization disorder. Though Lamictal showed potential benefit in a
small study of people who suffer from. Some patients diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder, a disorder that
many psychiatrists believe is a variant of Bipolar Disorder, have responded to treatment with lamotrigine. Patients with
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and with Depersonalization Disorder have also responded well to lamotrigine therapy.
Lamotrigine was then added at an initial dose of 25 mg/day, with a gradual increase to up to mg/day. The patient had
significant improvement in different aspects, such as affect, interpersonal contact and social interaction. The
depersonalization symptoms gradually decreased, which made it possible for the patient to go.
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